The Institute of Computational Biology is looking for a

student assistant in bioinformatics or biostatistics

Want to work in real life problems?

We offer you an experience to work on real life problems. Join us in solving problems in medical research. The methods we develop can be extended to other problems. For instance, these days a lot of data has been collected on electronic wearables. Together these are numerical as well as categorical variables collected over time. Traditional methods focus on analyzing numerical data and there is a unmet demand for sophisticated methods to analyze mixed data types. Let us solve this together.

What do we expect from you:

1. Enthusiasm and Interest in our work
2. Advanced knowledge of R and building R packages, shiny apps
3. Statistical skills are a big plus

Work environment:

4 to 6 hours a week, initially for 3 months, flexible working hours, weekly meetings. Possibility to stay for Bachelor/Master thesis

Contact:

Nikola Mueller nikola.mueller@helmholtz-muenchen.de
Richa Batra richa.batra@helmholtz-muenchen.de